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Our Great Big American God 2014-08-19
americans love god we stamp god on our money our bumper stickers and our bodies yet
culture critic matthew paul turner says that god didn t just change america america
changed god as a result do we even recognize the real god whip smart and provocative
turner explores the united states vast influence on god told through an amazing true
history of faith politics and evangelical pyrotechnics from puritans to pentecostals
from progressives to mega pastors turner examines how american history and ideals
transformed our perception of god for better and worse fearless and funny this is the
definitive guide to the american experience of the almighty a story so bizarre and
incredible that it could only be made in the u s a regardless of political affiliation
it will make readers reconsider the way they think about america as a christian nation
and help them reimagine a better future for god and country

Growing in God's Image 2004
according to walker through faith and service comes the outward manifestation of a
deeper inner communion after surrendering oneself through brokenness and submission to
his will in becoming his heir the lines separating your life from his and that of all
other creatures of his creation fade away

At•ONE•ment: Growing to Knowing God 2014-11-03
so what is at one ment simply it is an ever growing relationship with god it is a
conscious and intentional decision on our part to pursue knowing the lord on a truly
personal level this book will help each seeker to daily receive a fresh perspective on
how to grow in their walk with the creator of the universe and the father of each heart
using the individual phrases of the lord s prayer as a guideline for each month s focus
the reader will find insight and incentive to realize enhanced relationships recognize
new views on forgiveness prayer temptations and love renew enthusiasm to pursue god s
will with revitalized trust in his provision be filled with the spirit s power to meet
each day through the well chosen words from a treasure trove of wisdom from ancient
times throughout the ages start the journey today growing and knowing god better and
better

Growing God's Fruit 2023-09-05
growing god s fruit teaches children about the growing cycle of apples from seed to
harvest and relates the apple growing cycle to the growing cycles of the fruit of the
spirit children will understand that their words thoughts and actions are the seeds
they plant and if they plant seeds of love they will harvest love if they plant seeds
of anger they will grow anger if they plant seeds of kindness they will receive
kindness in return children will be inspired to think about what they are planting and
what they are harvesting in return bonus activities to reinforce these messages are
included

Where Faith Can Grow 2016-12-06
the dramatic shifts seen over the last few years from economic to political to moral to
beyond have set the stage for a crisis that will affect every sphere of society but
this crisis isn t just looming in the united states all of humanity is at a crossroads
like never before mike bickle director of the international house of prayer of kansas
city offers god s definitive answer to this approaching global crisis he provides a
fresh biblical perspective on the agenda to secularize and de christianize america what
the upsurge of secular humanism looks like the rise of isis and islamic extremists the
looming financial crisis readers will overcome fear and confusion in the last days and
learn to pray effectively for this nation and the world

God's Answer to the Growing Crisis 2024-01-25
reprint of the original first published in 1883

Deity Analyzed 2024-01-26
christian theology the christian s ultimate guide to learning from the bible is a
comprehensive exploration of christian doctrine offering an in depth understanding of
the essential teachings and principles of the faith this extensive work is an
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invaluable resource for both seasoned theologians and those new to biblical study in
this meticulously crafted volume readers will delve into the essence of christianity
examining the dynamics of faith that form the bedrock of christian belief the book
begins with a profound introduction to the core tenets of christianity laying a solid
foundation for the intricate theological concepts that follow the journey continues
through the complex realm of biblical doctrine where divine revelation the process of
inspiration the inerrancy of scripture and the formation of the canon are examined with
scholarly precision principles of biblical interpretation are explored in detail
providing readers with the tools to understand scripture within its historical and
cultural context a significant portion of the book is dedicated to the doctrine of god
delving into his identity divine attributes and the enigmatic nature of the trinity the
book also illuminates god s law and his active role in the world offering insightful
perspectives on his interactions with humanity the doctrine of christ receives thorough
attention exploring christ s eternal existence his miraculous birth sinless nature and
the profound significance of the crucifixion atonement resurrection and ascension the
ongoing role of christ in heaven is also examined highlighting his enduring influence
in the christian faith the holy spirit s doctrine is not overlooked with chapters
dedicated to understanding his work indwelling and active role today the human doctrine
follows offering an exploration of the creation of humanity the concept of being made
in god s image and the descent into sin in the doctrine of redemption readers will find
an in depth analysis of atonement ransom reconciliation sanctification and the
multifaceted nature of salvation including perspectives from calvinism reformed
calvinism and arminianism the book also ventures into angelology providing insights
into the nature of angels and the roles of key archangels like michael and gabriel the
doctrine of satan and demonology are addressed shedding light on the essence strategies
and realm of demonic forces ecclesiology is explored in depth covering the origins
essence and functions of the church the significance of church membership and the
dynamics of church leadership along with an examination of first century church
administration as a model for today finally the book culminates in a detailed study of
eschatology the doctrine of the end times this includes interpretations of prophecy the
signs of the end times the rapture the tribulation period the millennium and the
various divine judgments leading to eternal punishment or life christian theology the
christian s ultimate guide to learning from the bible is a masterful blend of academic
rigor and accessible writing making it a must have for anyone seeking a deeper
understanding of christian theology and its profound implications on personal faith and
practice

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY 2000-01-01
barclay offers this collection of readings arranged to be read one per day for 31 days
the meditations focus on a variety of topics such as god s love and care of others

Growing in Christian Faith 2011
philosophers scientists and atheists seem to have a tendency toward avoiding god in
positing their premises however divine law should not be excluded from analysis in
actuality god and the bible have played more of a role in the education and development
of the minds of major thinkers than you might think in the proven god balderston
suggests that the big bang theory and other scientific and philosophical conventions
are influenced by the divine and indicative of the truth god is real denial of god too
often reigns supreme and for the wrong reasons through an exploration of the centuries
greatest thinkers eyes will open to the farce that is a reality without god who is the
cause of all we enjoy and who provides our enlightenment in an interesting analysis of
a broad range of philosophical viewpoints balderston explores those who have converted
from being an atheist non believer to being christianâ and maintained their logic the
book concludes with advice on how to live with doubt an issue that is pervasive for the
believer and the non believer alike through our own doubts we experience our existence
and understand our purpose allow this read to awaken you to a new enlightenment and age
of reason a clarification and understanding of modern thinking and the attributes of
the divine

The Proven God 2007-04
growing a passionate heart is a christ centered curriculum for women wounded by
childhood sexual abuse mahill provides victims with clear definitions for their
experiences helping them firmly establish responsibility where it rightfully belongs
the text also helps survivors replace faulty beliefs with biblical truth christian
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Growing a Passionate Heart 2006-10
through poetry prayer and its answers sermon notes bible study and quiet time in
communion with god gibbs describes his life in christ christian

Spirit Growth Volume 1 2021-04-01
fr brian grogan has written an extraordinary book for ordinary people in simple clear
language he shows how god is involved in all the details of our lives god does not
blush easily at our faults he writes in failure or in success every individual remains
uniquely important to god he waits for us searches for us and cares for us always
drawing us to the person of jesus who offers himself as our constant companion on our
pilgrim way and who helps us to shape our world by making wise decisions

Finding God in All Things 1872
prayer is an important spiritual discipline yet for many it can be either confusing
intimidating or not well understood on a popular level prayer is commonly seen as a
means to an end asking and receiving from god but is there much more to prayer in
touching god discovering prayer that moves the heart of god you will discover a new
dimension of prayer one that will deepen not only this important spiritual discipline
in your life but also your relationship to god this book will help you transform your
prayer life from spiritual duty to one that will touch the very heart of god and when
we touch the master s heart we experience the power of prayer in unimaginable ways

God-Man. ... Search and Manifestation 1968-01-01
one of the greatest desires of the church community in today s society is to have
leadership that adds value to the personal growth of its membership while effectively
supporting god s plan for building his kingdom church leadership whether a pastor
preacher deacon teacher or hopeful prospects of these positions need desperately to
know who they are whose they are what is their role and how to effectively carry out
their responsibilities as a leader in god s church the holy spirit has blessed me with
the vision needed to fashion this book to be a guiding light for those who are and have
a desire to become an effective leader in god s church the purpose of this book is to
assist church leaders in their journey to effectively carry out god s plan for
themselves and the people they are called to serve i challenge you to read this book
and apply it to your life style in the interest of being an effective leader in god s
church

Jewish Theology 2021-12-23
jeff van duzer grew up thinking business was the source of much damage and evil in the
world the work of greedy capitalists polluting the environment thirty years later he
was dean of a business school in the course of that remarkable transformation van duzer
found cause for both hope and concern he discovered many business people achieving a
great deal of good for society as well as a lot of illegal and unethical behavior along
the way he found some who thought that merely being honest and kind was what made
business christian others said they d never ask pastors for business advice because
they had no interest or experience in their work after all wasn t full time christian
service what the church was all about this book explores the nature and meaning of
doing business and finds it calls for much more than most think van duzer presents a
profoundly christian approach that integrates biblical studies with the disciplines of
business and economics looking beyond the place of ethical principles and the character
of the individual van duzer displays a vision of business that contributes to the very
purposes of god

Touching God 2006-01-06
no marketing blurb

A Heart After God Bible Study Series 2018-04-23
the central question of this book is this what is god s relation to humanity augustine
said that our hearts were restless until they rest in god but how do we find god to
rest in him this book is my attempt at an answer it is the cry of a soul steeped in
jesus christ longing for its all beautiful god shall our god be as great as we can
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imagine shall our love of god have any taint of fear how do we get jesus christ into
our hearts to be like him can a human being be brought into the world by its god and be
irrevocably lost how can the humanity of jesus be shared by each person if that
humanity is even possibly at eternal enmity with its maker is there anything that could
justify believing in the failure of god even a theory of inspiration how so if it meant
that god could not be god such questions are explored here this book has no agenda nor
must it when it runs into doubts conform to any creed its aim is simply this to find
and love and rest in our god

How to Become an Effective Leader in God's Church
2010-09-07
experience the convenience of having this amazing bible study tool at your fingertips
wherever you go plus you can read search enlarge and print the pamphlet right off your
computer this comparison of worldviews helps you know what you believe and why a
worldview is the big picture view of the world one that attempts to answer all the big
questions of life what is real if there is a god what is god s nature what is a human
being how can we know what is right or wrong this chart compares 8 worldviews atheism
there is no god pantheism god is all pan en theism god is in all deism god is a distant
creator finite god ism there is a god but he is limited polytheism there are many gods
monotheism there is only god biblical christianity there is only one triune god
questions compared is there a god what is real where did what s real come from what is
a human being are humans basically good or evil how bad is the flaw is it possible to
know anything at all how do we know what is right and wrong what is truth what is evil
where do laws come from what happens after death can miracles happen what is the
meaning of human history how do we get to know god author alex mcfarland m a is the
president of southern evangelical seminary in charlotte nc worldviews comparison

Why Business Matters to God 2023-09-15
this book develops a contemporary model of spiritual struggle aimed at perpetual ascent
to and in god spiritual struggle in this project which ultimately shifts the emphasis
from virtue s acquisition to its pursuit is defined as the exertion of effort in all
conceivable dimensions physical emotional psychological intellectual and spiritual with
intent to attain a semblance of knowledge of and intimacy with jesus christ in
community for god and for others gregory of nyssa s theory of epektasis assumes a basic
three tiered conception of perpetual ascent beginning with purification and detachment
from fleshly passions strengthening the soul by increasing in similitude to god and
ending with unity with god that is with inexpressible and transformative experience of
god god the infinite the good and the paragon of virtue functions as the orienting
principle of this perpetual ascent mitigating the issues of the unity of the virtues
and the self centeredness and self effacement of virtue this book goes on to provide
two of many potential concrete instantiations of this suggested model the first is the
application of this model to the body which in turn will have implications for
contemporary sexual ethics the second is a reintegration of ethics and scripture
through the contemporary application of an ancient patristic lectio divina

The Not-Yet God 1972-01-01
doc bic s history as a disciple of christ is long and complex his life as a physician
surgeon and career military officer colonel was built upon a spiritual foundation
dating as far back as he can remember or as he puts it at least since a toddler on my
mother s lap in devoted church life doubting that he ever did consciously not believe
in god and christ as his savior he does note his public formal declaration as early as
around the age of twelve already well into a christian life of worship growing up in
the projects of bradenton florida afforded the early honing of prayer skills and
spiritual warfare and his subsequent migration through various protestant denominations
and catholicism helped him develop a mature view of the commonality of true worship as
well as an appreciation of the divisiveness of bias within the body of christ he
credits non biblical doctrine and tradition as a severe stumbling block until god
finally rescued him from it now as he makes his rounds through non denominational
fellowships his grey haired perspective advances into senior mentoring and blessing of
his brothers and sisters in his love for the kingdom of god long ago recognizing his
calling into the office of teacher he has pursued his studies and support intermixed
with his secular careers always devoted to staying attuned to god s next mission for
him he partners with a devoted wife of 36 years who wears a mutually beneficial gifted
intercessory prayer calling as well as being blessed by gifted callings upon his
children equally beneficial and mutually supportive his only pursuit today is to be
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still hear his father s voice and then move out i was born into death i died into birth
and now i live in immortality to serve my father

God in Revelation 2019-06-12
readers choice award winner for god so loved the world we believe these words but what
do they really mean does god choose to love or does god love necessarily is god s love
emotional does the love of god include desire or enjoyment is god s love conditional
can god receive love from human beings attempts to answer these questions have produced
sharply divided pictures of god s relationship to the world one widely held position is
that of classical theism which understands god as necessary self sufficient perfect
simple timeless immutable and impassible in this view god is entirely unaffected by the
world and his love is thus unconditional unilateral and arbitrary in the twentieth
century process theologians replaced classical theism with an understanding of god as
bound up essentially with the world and dependent on it in this view god necessarily
feels all feelings and loves all others because they are included within himself in the
love of god john peckham offers a comprehensive canonical interpretation of divine love
in dialogue with and at times in contrast to both classical and process theism god s
love he argues is freely willed evaluative emotional and reciprocal given before but
not without conditions according to peckham s reading of scripture the god who loves
the world is both perfect and passible both self sufficient and desirous of reciprocal
relationships with each person so that whoever believes in him shall not perish but
have eternal life

Ears of Corn 1863
more than 230 pages of reproducible bible charts in one book buying these charts
separately would cost 130 you may reproduce up to 300 copies of any chart free of
charge for your own classroom full color contains most rose material published since
2005 hardcover with a spine covering a spiral binding 233 pages

Monthly Packet 2014-03-25
what are the implications of a client s image of god improve your confidence and your
practice skills by enhancing your knowledge of how individuals are likely to perceive
god and of how those perceptions impact the way they function as human beings
theologians have long speculated and theorized about how humans imagine god to be this
book merges theology with science presenting empirical research focused on perceptions
of god in a variety of populations living in community and mental health settings each
chapter concludes with references that comprise an essential reading list and the book
is generously enhanced with tables that make data easy to access and understand
liberating images of god discusses the constriction and impoverishment of god images
due to the traditional restrictions of god images to those that are male and
personified this chapter examines the potential for the client and counselor s co
creation of images of god which embrace the feminine as well as the masculine the
nurturer as well as the warrior and the natural world in all its dimensions as well as
the human world to liberate enrich sustain and transform the client s relationships
with god and with him herself attachment well being and religious participation among
people with severe mental disorders examines the relationship between attachment states
of mind and religious participation among people diagnosed with severe mental illness
concepts of god and therapeutic alliance among people with severe mental disorders
explores the transferential aspects of god representation among severely mentally ill
adults it highlights research on the relationship between a patient s image of god and
that patient s working relationship with his her case manager and discusses the
implications for clinical practice of those findings the subjective experience of god
presents a theory about the psychological basis for the experience of god that argues
that this experience is essentially a form of projection and as such is an internal
event that does not exist independent of an individual s psyche this chapter draws a
distinction between faith in a particular belief namely faith in the existence of a
loving omnipotent god and an attitude of faith which is the basis for experiences of
transcendence relationship of gender role identity and attitudes presents the results
of a study in which nearly 300 catholic attendees at three university catholic centers
completed the bern sex role inventory the attitudes toward women scale and the
perceptions of god checklist this chapter looks at images of god as masculine or
feminine and at the connection for people between the way they perceive god and the way
they relate towards men and women reflections on a study in a mental hospital brings
you groundbreaking new research on perceptions of god in an inpatient population this
chapter examines the positive effects as opposed to the negative effects previously
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portrayed by the psychological community of religious belief and practice for
residential care patients in a psychiatric hospital

Worldviews Comparison 2023
this book is a comprehensive survey of the core issues in rebuilding america and
rescuing the world which the us will have to address with urgency to survive and
sustain its democratic and superpower status blind leaderships have led america to the
destruction of its very foundations america can afford no more mistakes in the gruesome
ideological battle america might be defeated through the moral decay of its own people
military will not help the ideological subversion of usa through the invasion of the
trojan horses of yoga and refugees will lead to the democratic demise of the greatest
democracy in history america is confronting a crisis in jurisprudence many are
legislating for devil and executing national death advocating and legalizing ethical
perversions like abortion same sex marriage bestiality etc in the name of democracy
freedom and individual rights will reverse american civilization back into stone age
and babylonian captivity europe and usa rejected christian faith and biblical values
there is selective discrimination against christian faith they have rejected the true
god jesus and the true religion of christian faith and have gone after all kinds of
false religions thus america is losing the image of god and is shifting to the image of
animals via bestiality so god will soon reject them and punish them europe will soon
democratically succumb to an antagonistic religious dictatorship and usa will fall in
line with democracy will be folklore in europe and usa within the next 30 years future
generations will curse the irresponsible secular idiocratic leaders who legalize all
the evils in the name of freedom god will replace america with china as the next
superpower but if america repents like nineveh it will be a different story america
needs a president who really knows and agrees to the basic values of the nation america
needs a president who knows why and how empires rise and empires fall trump is not a
leader with a senseless direction but a leader with a sense of direction he is the
david of american politics many goliaths will fall before him if he is faithful to god
and christian values clinton s support for abortion and same sex marriage is an index
in the wrong direction

Beyond Virtue Ethics 2011-08
invitation to biblical theology provides a thorough overview of biblical theology that
is accessible for those new to the topic but substantial enough for advanced study
defining biblical theology as the study of the whole bible on its own terms jeremy
kimble and ched spellman begin with a brief history of the discipline followed by a
survey of contemporary approaches they then lay out their own approach built on the
framework of the canon the covenants and christ taking god s plan of redemption in
christ as the uniting theme of scripture kimble and spellman survey the grand storyline
of the bible from genesis to revelation showing how each division of the canon moves
the overarching story forward the following ten chapters survey central and recurring
themes of scripture including kingdom worship messiah and atonement god s glory and
mission the authors conclude with reflections on how biblical theology can serve the
church as well as the academy

God's Revelation of Sound Light and Darkness 2015-07-28
an invaluable resource highlighting america s noble heritage profound quotes from
founding fathers presidents statesmen scientists constitutions court decisions for use
in speeches papers debates essays

The Love of God 2008
building on his compelling exploration of god s character in the book i exalt you o god
jerry bridges now equips you to respond in fresh authentic ways to the god we come to
know better through our personal worship what is the best way and the best place to
learn what it truly means to walk with god as a disciple i will follow you o god
focuses prayerfully on the four most fundamental aspects of discipleship living all of
life under god s authority finding delight in genuine obedience continually
experiencing god s conscious presence truly depending on him for everything i will
follow you o god also includes a generous scattering of helpful prayers that will guide
your heart in reverent praise and thanksgiving as a result you ll find your heart
overflowing your life recharged and your spirit yearning to obey the god who loves you
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God's Wisdom for Marriage & the Home 2013-04-03
prentice mulford was one of the leaders of the new thought movement these are two of
his most important essays in them you will find out how to use the power of your
thoughts to improve your life and to bring yourself closer in tune with the essence of
god and the universe his writing is simple yet profound unlock your inner god and find
a peace of mind you ve always wished for

Rose Book of Bible Charts 2016-06-09
what do you know about universal salvation what is its history have mistranslations of
the bible created an eternal hell that does not really exist what prominent persons in
christian history taught this doctrine and which ones worked to destroy it is the
teaching of universal salvation truly a heresy or has it been suppressed by church
leaders interested in controlling their people by fear patrick seamus o hara needed
answers to these questions this book is the result of research in which he went back
into christian history to examine events leading to the suppression of this once
popular teaching in christianity drawing from ancient writings he looks at problems
with bible translations political intrigues within the church and the personal foibles
of church leaders which led to the teaching of universal salvation disappearing from
the christian lexicon the three main objections to universal salvation are the fifth
ecumenical council the bible and the writings of the early church fathers the author
examines each one of these and shares from his research the reasons these are not
legitimate objections the universal salvation of god s immense love is truly the good
news of the gospel

The Image of God and the Psychology of Religion 2020-06-30
in pink beams of light from the god in the gutter gabriel mckee gives an overview of
dick s religious experiences and his attempts at communicating them in published works
drawing on dick s fiction as well as his private journals and personal correspondence

AMERICA FAILS AS JESUS IS BETRAYED 1994
reprint of the original first published in 1881

Invitation to Biblical Theology 2010-06-09
if you were god writing a book you wanted men to understand would you write it in such
a way that men would have to make up meaning in order to understand it or would you
write it in such a way that those that seek to understand could actually come to a
knowledge of its truth mt 7 7 the present commentary takes the position that god wrote
revelation such that with sufficient effort and intellectual honesty readers can
understand it certainly god uses symbols in revelation but when he does he provides
inspired interpretations of the symbols this commentary seeks to avoid the mistakes of
the views that use the symbolical approach to revelation preterist continuous
historical spiritualist and idealist these approaches suffer from two basic flaws
assuming the text is symbolical when it is not and making up meaning regarding the text
based on stream of consciousness word association much as one would do looking at
rorschach inkblots this commentary seeks to avoid telling god what he should have said
and strives to understand what god actually meant of all the existing approaches to
understanding revelation this commentary is most closely aligned with the
dispensationalist premillennialist left behind view in that it views revelation from a
literalist perspective it is different from the typical dispensationalist schema in
that it views the seven seals as the powers of the lamb understands the exercise of the
powers of the seven seals to be simultaneous processes and casts chapters 8 22 as three
parallel prophecies of the lamb s power over the course of the histories of israel the
nations and the saints this commentary also makes use of many of the non canonical
works that provide insight into the spirit world and detail regarding the end of the
present age

America's God and Country 2013-02-19
digicat presents to you this unique collection of fundamental religious works
presenting the theology philosophy and spirituality of christianity the philosophy of
religion the confessions of st augustine saint augustine on the incarnation athanasius
of alexandria on the soul and the resurrection gregory of nyssa on the holy spirit
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basil the great pastoral care pope gregory i an exact exposition of the orthodox faith
john of damascus summa theologica saint thomas aquinas the imitation of christ thomas à
kempis a treatise on christian liberty martin luther the interior castle st teresa of
Ávila the practice of the presence of god brother lawrence the age of reason thomas
paine the natural history of religion david hume dialogues concerning natural religion
david hume the religious affections jonathan edwards the essence of christianity ludwig
feuerbach beyond good and evil friedrich nietzsche all of grace charles spurgeon
humility the journey toward holiness andrew murray orthodoxy g k chesterton the
everlasting man g k chesterton the sovereignty of god arthur pink the kingdom of god is
within you leo tolstoy three essays on religion john stuart mill the spirituality of a
man the conduct of life ralph waldo emerson lessons in truth emilie cady as a man
thinketh james allen thoughts are things prentice mulford the game of life and how to
play it florence scovel shinn a new christ wallace d wattles the swamp angel prentice
mulford

I Will Follow You, O God 2021-11-12

Thoughts are Things & God In You 2004

A Layman Investigates Universal Salvation 2024-02-24

Pink Beams of Light from the God in the Gutter 2011-04

A Short Synopsis of God in Nature 2023-11-20

All Power to the Lamb

The Battles of Wisdom and Humility
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